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“Creating and distributing 
relevant content to attract and 

retain a clearly-defined audience—and 
to drive profitable customer action.”

—Content Marketing Institute 

Content
marketing



What does content marketing 
do for publishers?

• Creates valued destination websites (not sporadic stopovers)

• Leverages new and existing content

• Increases value of content and ads

• Attracts new readers, extends site visits,
and deepens brand engagement

• Converts infrequent visitors into customers and subscribers
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From visitor to customer

Attract
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Website
visitor Customer

Engage Retain



Publishing and content marketing

• Publishers are content creators

• Publishers are content curators

• Publishers are [therefore] natural content marketers

Content marketing can often enhance a publisher’s content.
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Seven things every
publisher should know
about content marketing
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Promotion
(you’re already doing it)#1

Onsite notifications

• Pop-ups

• Alerts

• Personalized content offers

• Calibrated advertising
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Promotion

Push marketing
(it’s not just for Facebook and Amazon)

#1

Offsite notifications 

• Email promotions

• eTOC alerts

• Realtime topic-based email alerts
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Promotion#1

Questions?
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Personalization
Delivering relevant content, ads, and 
promotions

#2

Literatum tracks user identities
and site behavior 

• User/persona targeting

• Upselling and cross-selling

• Content recommendations



Present relevant, personalized information to groups of 
users, be it 1 or 1 million

• Ads

• Products

• Messaging

• Special pricing
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Persona targeting
via Literatum Smart Groups



Persona targeting
via Literatum Smart Groups
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Smart
group

Drug
company

ad

User attribute
Doctor at UCL hospital

User attribute
Accessed a medical journal



Literatum Smart Groups: Attributes and behaviors

Jeremy
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James Jane

Purchased an article Purchased an article Purchased an article

Lives in New York Lives in New York

Purchased a chapter

Studies at NYU Studies at NYU

Studies at Columbia

Journal subscriber Journal subscriber

Visits site regularly

First-time visitor

Clicked on an ad Clicked on an ad Clicked on an ad



Upselling and cross-selling
via Literatum’s automated topic modeling and collaborative filtering
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“More like this” 

“Others also 
purchased/viewed”



Recommends content and people

Examples:

• Customize the article list that appears on your home page 
for visitors you know

• Identify users who read an article on a specific topic and 
then promote a conference on the same topic to them 

• Help authors identify collaborators with similar interests
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Content recommendations
via Literatum’s new recommendation engine



CLICK

User Interest 1 Interest 2 Interest 3 …

Computer 
science

Machine 
learning Nature science …

Biomedical Machine 
learning

Health care …

Biomedical Health care Nature science …

Health policy Health care Nature science …

Content Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute 3 …

Computer Science Biomedical …

AI Machine 
learning

Recommend-
ation …

Biomedical Health Policy …

Health care Policy Science …

Content Recommendations
via Literatum’s new recommendation engine
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Software development
Python programming

Business management
Accounting & finance

Biomedical Science
Computational chemistry

Content Recommendations
User grouping & intent detection via Literatum’s recommendation engine
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Personalization
Benefits to publishers#2

Enhanced relevance of promotions

• Increased uptake and follow-through

• Higher click-through and conversion rates

Enhanced relevance of content

• Increased engagement and revenue

Enhanced impact

• Submissions, authors, citations
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Personalization#2

Questions?
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Consumerization
Readers, not users.
Customers, not institutions.

#3

The need for engagement

• Diminished subscriptions and ad revenue

• Missed opportunities for brand elevation

• Website abandonment
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Consumerization
via Atypon’s UX 3.0#3

• Modern user interfaces 

• Engaging user experiences

• Intuitive navigation

• Device agnosticism (responsive design)
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What is UX 3.0? 

Atypon’s design-and-build system 
for creating modern websites
hosted on Literatum.



Why is UX 3.0 better?
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• Modular

• Systematic

• Flexible

• Customized

• Easy to maintain

• Enforces design and branding 
consistency
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UX 3.0
Ready-made themes
• Elegant, image-oriented design

• Responsive

• Cross-browser enabled

• Accessible

• Multiple layouts

• Sticky headers and navigation

• Extendable

• SEO-friendly

• Retina display ready

• Typeface and color customization
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Photo theme
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Classic theme
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Why is UX 3.0 faster?

• Quick prototyping

• Design reusability

• Ready-made components
(TOC, LOI, citation pages, etc.)

• Real-time design review
and modifications

• Fewer design iteration cycles
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Consumerization#3

Questions?
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eCommerce
The art of selling content#4

1. Identify what users want

2. Attract them to the site

3. Make the most of their site visit 
(sell and upsell)

4. Make eCommerce journey frictionless
and intuitive

5. Entice them to return and buy more
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eCommerce
Frictionless eCommerce#4

• Intuitive

• Streamlined

• Feature-rich

Easier to buy = easier to sell
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eCommerce#4
Literatum’s eCommerce workflow

• Guest checkout: No registration
• Abandoned shopping cart notifications
• User-specific acquisition history
• Search histories
• Simplified denial page
• Easy-to-understand purchase options
• Single-click checkout
• Mobile optimization



Typical eCommerce 
user workflow

Confirm 
registration

4

Log in

5

Return to 
cart

6

Accept 
terms of 
use

7

Re-enter 
password

8

Enter billing 
address

9

Save billing 
address

10

Review 
order

11

Approve 
order 
summary

12

CyberSource  
card details

13

Select 
item

1

Terms of 
use 

2

Register
if no account

3



1
Checkout landing page



2
Registration 
flow unchanged



3
Checkout 

4 
Checkout 
confirmation

5
Payment details
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Literatum’s eCommerce workflow
Benefits to publishers#4

• Increased site-generated revenue
• Fewer abandoned shopping carts
• Positive reflection on your brand
• Satisfied users

Easier to buy = easier to sell
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eCommerce#4

Questions?
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Discoverability
Onsite and Offsite#5

Readers can’t engage with content 
that they don’t know exists
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Discoverability
Literatum onsite search and 
discovery features

#5

• Semantic tagging

• Enhanced onsite search and discovery
• Topic-based navigation

• Facets and filters

• Predictive search

• Interactive search

• AI-driven discovery

• Key phrase extraction
• Auto-suggestions



Automatic key phrase extraction
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Use: Improve content readability and discoverability, and search results quality
Example: Extract article’s actual keywords vs. rely on what author submits



Rank Key Phrase

1 Word segmentation

3 EM algorithm

4 NLP

5 Features

6 Standard generative models

2 Unsupervised learning

Automatic key phrase extraction: Example Available now



Before

After

Intelligent Google-like auto-suggest

Search Term = “waste”
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Discoverability
Onsite#5

Literatum auto-tagger    

• Eliminates costs of maintaining
a thesaurus

• Reduced time lag for indexing

• Fast, efficient tagging projects

• Recent achievements in BioASQ Challenge 
awards



Tag1: Computer

Tag2: Education

Tag3: IT technology

Tagged doc 1

…

Tag1: Design

Tag2: Education

Tag3: Project Management

Tag4: Software Maintenance

Tagged doc 2 Training 
Model

Stage 1: Training auto-classifier

Auto 
Classifier

Tag1: Computer

Tag2: Education

Tag3: IT technology

Tag4: Software engineeringTagged doc N
Tag5: Software Quality

TAG Confidence 
Score

Education 0.75

Software 
Design

0.68

Computer 0.60

IT 
Technology

0.58

Literatum’s auto-tagger Stage 2: Auto-classification



Literatum auto-tagger: Client example

• 111 tags in Taxonomy
• ~37.5K tagged documents for training purposes
• ~11 minutes to train the model
• ~10 minutes to tag 45K new publications
• ~85% accuracy

Client testimonial
“Literatum’s auto-tagger works well for 
tagging microsite content.We just load the 
content—the system tags it, and then it 
shows up on the microsites automatically.”
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Discoverability
Offsite search and discovery#5

• Ongoing relationship with Google

• Subscriber links

• Support for all content types on a single platform 
keeps Google (and readers) engaged
• Books, journals, blogs, news, videos, interactive graphics

• Platform designed for best-in-class SEO
• URL structures

• Crawler access

• “Above the fold” compliance
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Discoverability#5

Questions?
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Automation
Quickly and easily create new products 
with Literatum…

#6

• Microsites

• Content bundles / collections

• Real-time topic-based alerts

…with or without Atypon support
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Automation
Quickly and easily create new products 
with Literatum

#6

Segment content in multiple ways:

• By topic, subtopic or discipline

• By channel:
• User type: Practitioner, researcher, patient, etc.

• User seniority: Student, early career, senior faculty, etc.
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Automation#6

Questions?
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Optimization

Continuous optimization of:

#7

• Marketing offers

• Content recommendations

• Targeted advertising

• Site messaging

• UI/UX

• Predictive search

• Sales and subscription models

…via real-time analytics



Site analytics
via Atypon Insights

Production reporting

• Visualized data exploration

• Drag-and-drop, custom report creation

• Report sharing and scheduling

• Aggregated and granular data

• Massive cloud storage for historical data  
(rolling 2 years)
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Benefit:
Increased business agility 
via easy-to-build reports
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• COUNTER4 and COUNTER5 reporting

• Data discovery: ad hoc reporting with pivot 
table style “Slice and dice” UX

Benefit:
Massive time-to-discovery 
efficiency gains (40-to-1 time 
savings)

Site analytics
via Atypon Insights



The number of distinct 
subscriber visitors 
downloading recently 
published content has 
steeply declined
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“Visitor” 



First time visitor 
numbers remain 
buoyant, but…
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“First-time 
visitor”



A large proportion of 
visitors do visit at 
least once a week,  
but they are doing 
less with each visit
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“Days since 
last login”



• Free

• 15 datasets

• 70+ standard, 
customizable reports
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Ads
Alert email bounces
Alert email sends
Subscription alerts
Content access
Search
Content process
Authentications
Sessions
eCommerce
Abandoned cart
Preprint server workflow
Slot license activity
Shares

Site analytics
via Atypon Insights



How to access Atypon Insights

• Your Insights URL: https://<client>.atyponinsights.com/login
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Optimization#7

Questions?
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Promotion

Personalization

Consumerization

Frictionless eCommerce

Discoverability

Automation

Optimization

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Contact your 
account manager 
to implement 
Literatum’s 
content marketing 
technologies



Recap
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Get More Out of Literatum
An ongoing, free webinar series
Register at atypon.com/webinars

UP NEXT: 3 webinars specifically for daily users of Literatum

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
10:30 AM ET

5 Literatum features you 
should be using (but aren’t)

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26 
10:30 AM ET

Creating multimedia
content for
your website

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16
10:30 AM ET

Make the most of Atypon 
account management



Q&



@atypon
atypon.com

info@atypon

atypon.com/webinarsREGISTER @


